Washington, D.C. -- The core of a nation trying to rebuild itself and move forward after
multiple devastating terrorist attacks wipe out fifty percent of the world's population.
LOGLINE: An ex-CIA virologist, unjustly accused of blowing up her lab, must find and
stop a new breed of terrorists from activating a weaponized nano-virus recently
dispersed into the population.
TONE – THREE DAYS OF THE CONDOR and THE FUGITIVE meets the A TEAM in a
pandemic ravaged country.
A Non-linear Thriller Action Crime Adventure about family, revenge, love, betrayal, and
the fine line between the good and bad guys.
LOOK: A half Walking Dead landscape without zombies, a darkened and distrustful
citizenry trying to survive and recover after the world was ravaged.
High tech, hands on brutishness of war torn people and landscapes. Governments,
scientists, special ops and terrorists playing out conspiracies as pawns are made and
sacrificed.

THE PLAYERS
LYDIA VANDERMERE – The Mother, Crusader
Beautiful, overworked, tired, this is a woman who would do anything for her child
including leaving Eric six years ago for a life outside the agency. Except the agency
couldn't quite leave her alone. Or the military and the tech giant VaxTek that used her
vaccine to carry nanotech capable of horrible things in the wrong hands.
ERIC STRAITS – The Warrior, Chief
Galvanized and blue eyed. Eric never found out why Lydia left him because she
disappeared without a trace. Even with his resources, he couldn't find her. Her leaving
him pushed him to abandon the spec ops missions and stick around home with his
team, protecting America and stopping terrorists before they could harm anyone.
MUSTAJAB ALI – The Tyrant, Terrorist
Charismatic and ripped. A Mujaheddin. He redefines toughness and drive as a full on
sociopath and psychopath who keeps it under wraps. Mustajab uses other men's
misery to articulate his plan to bring the same kind of suffering to the British and
Americans. He has a larger agenda that will change the landscape of the United States
forever.
SEBASTIAN FARMER – Evil Genius, Traitor
Ex-CIA, rugged, tan, an ivy-league bachelor who's never satisfied with the status-quo.
He trained Lydia. There's something in his eyes, and he seems to know too much
about everything.
MARKUS RAMON – The Traitor, Bastard
Professional ass kisser on his way up, whatever the cost. He does as he commanded
to. A particular thorn in Eric's side for a long time.
HASHIM MOHAMMAD – Professor, Bastard
White Collar. Dignified. He loved America until his son was killed by American and
British bombs. From the ashes of depression, he found a new purpose with Mustajab
and his men. Blood for blood.
AAMILAH MOHAMMAD – The Silent Majority, Protector
Hashim's wife. Fiercely exquisite. Proud. Doesn't want her husband working with
Mustajab or his men. Feels powerless. She's trying to break through his pain and
anger over their son's death.
NADIA MOHAMMAD – The Good and Sad Child
Demure and sweet. Hashim's daughter bears the weight of her brother's death, and
doesn't like who her father is becoming.

SYNOPSIS – Lydia thought she saved the world. She was wrong.
Mustajab and his men threaten Hashim to enter a computer code by sending his wife
and daughter to the afterlife. Hashim enters the code. And there's no going back now.
Hours earlier, Lydia drops her unhappy six year old daughter off at her mother's house
and drives to work through a dystopian landscape. She leads the virology team, that on
this day is responsible for the super vaccine distributed worldwide, that ends a six year
pandemic. But as the congratulations roll in, they receive reports that the vaccine is
contaminated with nanotech. When Lydia steps out to get a sample of the alleged
vaccine at the gate, her entire lab and team are blown up. Now she's on the run and
her ex-boyfriend, Eric, who she left six years ago, a CIA/Homeland security agent, is
hot on her trail.
Lydia evades Eric in the Washington D.C. Landscape, escapes through the subway
and finds her CIA mentor, Sebastian, to help her figure out what's happening. They
discover the nanotech in the vaccine was made by a Chinese manufacturer for the
U.S. Military. Sebastian gives Lydia a secret file that may provide more answers.
Lydia secretly meets Eric to tell him she's being framed while passing the file to him as
proof of a conspiracy. Lydia returns to Sebastian and learns someone has attempted
and failed at hacking a Russian satellite that will be crossing an American satellite
capable of weaponizing the nanotech. Someone tips the agency that Eric and Lydia
had a previous relationship and assign Markus and his team to apprehend her.
Lydia and Eric regain their mutual trust and team up while a terrorist group recruit a
previous colleague of Lydia's, Hashim, who lost his son to American attacks in
Afghanistan. Causing great conflict in his own family, Hashim helps the terrorists' cell
by writing the command codes that will activate and control the nanotech allowing them
to target people based on race, age, sex, and other genetic markers. After a satellite
hacking test run on Google's network and evading tracking by Eric's team, the terrorists
hack the Russian satellite successfully and use it to hack the “retired” U.S. Star Wars
satellite capable of beaming down activation commands. The terrorists test their super
weapon on Trafalgar Square in England, killing thousands of men, women, and
children. In one hour the satellite will be over the United States.
Lydia and Eric's team work at finding the terrorists' location in Washington D.C. while
the terrorists release a video revealing their plan to attack America. They will first
target all the children of Washington D.C. so that America's leaders will know the pain
and suffering they have endured. After that, the terrorists will create a Muslim state in
America by wiping out all non-Middle Eastern people. Lydia, Eric and Markus' team
finally track and attack the terrorists. It's an ultimate fighting brawl to the end, including
stopping the real mastermind behind the conspiracy who appears and shoots Lydia.
Lydia barely changes the nanotech codes in time and instead of an attack, something
miraculous happens. Lydia reunites her daughter with her father, Eric.

THE QUEST
Lydia wants redemption
Eric wants to help Lydia find the terrorists and have her back
Hashim wants revenge for the death of his son
Mustajab wants to destroy all non-Middle Eastern people in the United States and
change the country into an Islamic state
Sebastian wants what's promised to him from his elite over lords
Markus wants the fame and honor Eric and his team have earned
Aamilah wants the kind and giving husband she knew to return
Nadia wants the father she knew before her brother died back
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